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The challenge of presenting The Conquest of Imperfection was taken on by Cornerhouse
in 2006. However, the seeds for the exhibition were planted long before this in 2003, when
Masaki participated as a juror for the 'Web3D Art' competition. This online exhibition was
paired with 'Lab3O; an exhibition of six interactive, 30 internet projects at Cornerhouse.
Masaki presented his work at the symposium on 30, and subsequently the discussion began

about what kind of project or exhibition we could support, given our limited resources and

considering the level and scale that Masaki Fujihata normally required for his work.

Shortly after the Lab30 project, Masaki Fujihata activated his project 'Mersea Circle'

2003-2005 in Colchester, which was commissioned by Future Physical, a British agency

that explored the changing boundaries between the virtual and the physical. Excited to

experience 'Mersea Circle' after hearing about it at our symposium, I travelled to Colchester

to participate in this collective memory project, and walked with local people on Mersea

Island. We were invited to walk around the edge of the island, guided by a nature specialist,

taking a video camera and a special GPS unit for recording the position and interests of the

walkers. Artists and curators came from around the UK to collaborate on the event and the
final result was shown at firstsite gallery, Colchester in November 2003. The non-linear film
that was created became part of Masaki's 'fieldworks' series, which is recognised as a major
contribution to 'new cinema; and for which Masaki has received widespread
acknowledgement.

During the years that followed, Cornerhouse increased its capacity and experience with
artists using digital, interactive installations, and community engaged art in the gallery.
i

Masaki and I met several times, and he also met other members of the Comerhouse Vsual

Arts team, at festival events such as Ars Electronica, futuresonic, and ISEA. At each junctwe
we continued a positive search for the right solution for presenting Masaki Fujlhata at
Comerhouse.

Initially we explored his ideas of GPS tracking until it became clear that Manchester didn't
provide the right geographical circumstances for this type of urban mapping. Undeterred.
we proceeded to discuss Individual works, until 2006, when Masakl's solo exhibition at the
Center for Contemporary Graphic Art and Tyler Graphics Archive Collection (24 June 24 September 2006) presented the opportunity to re-think our exhibition commitment.
A selection of installation work from 1995 - 2008 was agreed upon, and a new work was
aeated specially for the exhibition at Cornerhouse, Unformed Symbols: Another Side (2008)
continues Fujlhata's enquiry Into the mysteries of perception, and how It's seductive
piopertles chaHenge physical reality.

Comethouse thanks Masaki Fujlhata for bringing his Ideas and energy to our galleries,
and for the privilege of becoming part of his I�.
Rae Huffman, Curator (2008)
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E: .•.it has a changing affect. It's not just having a reaction with something...
M: ... no, no, the real i nteractivity will happen inside our brains, inside our thinki ng ...

E: If I'm looking for a site of production, where something is produced ... is it within us that
your work takes place?

M: OK, in this case, and especially for the exhibition at Cornerhouse [Manchester] I'm trying
to question the real concept of i nteractivity. My understanding is that interacti on can only
be done personally: human i nteraction is more important then technology. So I'm bl urring
the border between simple reactive art and the loop. But, it's really important to us e space
an d develop installation technology. It's a kind of sculpture where people can experie n ce a
reality- this is where I am - what I am doing and what I am going to do. This is important in
this case the persons' understanding of this aspect should be controlled by the desig n of !he
space. So actually the Conquest of Imperfection (which is the title of the exhibition in
Comerhouse) is trying to question this type of human activity. It's not so muc h about
technology. I try to make the technological side smaller and smaller, so people will start t�
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E: Or, you make a structure that others have to follow, and this always leads back to you. T¾is

also takes me back to the physicality of the process - because the only way of having the

apple appear like it is, is the act of physically biting it! So I'm just wondering how... how you

sat, and where? In your studio (lab) here: you had the apple, and you had the camera, and

you had that - there - and then you ... bit it! In that process of biting, you also put it doW'l_

and you might have eaten it. That's also got to be considered a part of the work, but the

invisible element. But then again, when you ate the apple, you also had time to think abo
what's coming next? [Masaki laughs]

So, I just wonder if it is possible to talk about where your ideas come from? Some of them

come from when you were young. In a way its animation, which is a mystery to some
people, and I think I feel that myself. So that's one thing, what compels you to do
something, but other times, how did you decide, "OK, I'll eat the apple"7

M: Yes, that's really a core question. Beyond Pages has an introduction of nine pages, and

each time I've shown it I have added new pages. The first Beyond Pages had just four pages.

After that I added the lamp and lastly I added the door - so each time I expanded the piece but, I have many ideas, you know.
E: So how do you edit your ideas? Are you driving to work and you think •yes!" or is it that

you have to take a plane somewhere to do a show [Masaki laughs] and that's where you

think, or when you're teaching your students - or when you are actually in the studio space?
M: hmm... I don't know when this type of deciding will come ... most of the time I am

thinking which direction I should take ... so, this is the fun part. Every time I try to decide,
I have more ideas, then I have to choose one.

E: Do you make the idea and then choose? Do you animate everything and then choose?
M: Yes, sometimes like that.
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E: Do you have another space then? Because, when I look around I can't'see'this process,
because when you say'exploring the technology'in my mind you have lots of cables and lots
of gadgets... [laughs] and you're plugging lots of things into each other. ls there another
place where there is this kind of'mess'?

M: Yes, virtually! About 20 years ago I could answer you like you thought I would, but now
1 don't have that kind of studio. Takeshi is a programmer so he's not so good at cabling or
other physical things! Most of the time I hire someone to do this work. So, I need less, how
can I say... for just concepts. Then afterwards, I can order specific cables and specific
equipment.
E: So you don't need to do the physical stuff of plugging ... you know what you want?

M: I think I know everything about the engineering side... when I was younger I played a lot,
kind of psychotic. .. [laughs]
E: So, now your ideas became much more conceptual and almost theoretical? I think your
works are still exploring... but what are they exploring? They're no longer exploring the
process (if you add this to that) ... but its more ·about human perception and the idea of
interactivity.
•
M: Yes, yes. The technology is quite simple, especially when compared with our mental
structure.
E: So you've shifted your interest from technology to mental structure, or has it always been
about mental structure in a way?
M: In a way you can say that I shifted, but also, maybe I can say that even if I am playing with
gadgets, junk, electronics, that's also an aspect of humans' nature.
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E: What would you say, because there is something that comes to mind with the fingerprint,,
something I remember from a long time ago. Somebody was saying something about
Japanese pottery, ceramics, especially that the... is it Japanese or Chinese now... [Laugh
embarrassedly] sorry!...
M:Aslanl

E: ... it's the fingerprints that are left behind, so that whilst the ceramic has the sen
perfection, the imperfection of the fingerprint [he laughs] gives away the human t

M: lntereSting. In this case, the finger print is one of the famous 'signs� so in the field of

semiOtics they did three different types of signs. The finger print can be categorised as an
'index: it's a recorded shape. But the fingerprint can also be used to identify the individual,
so still now, I cannot say clearly [laughs], people will start thinking about someone's
emtence, ie: who made the motion. But it's fake, you know!?
E: Now you say it's fake! [All laugh]

M: It's impossible. If I made a finger print here I cannot make the card move.

E: lt'looks' like you've done this [acts out the motion of pushing a card across the table:L

but the reality is that you haven't. Actually, I wondered if you'd filmed it from underneath.

I thought maybe somebody was pushing it around... [all laugh] because it also looks like
each card has an identity by itself, the way it's standing.
This is interesting.

E: And this kind of action you can't get with a computer? Do you need to have some
imperfections? [laugh]
I try to cut off the imperfections and make things perfect.

E: So, now I'm already learning a secret by c9ming to your studio [laugh] that's why it's vefY
Important to visit the artists studio.
Important Is gallery space for you?
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E: It sounds very scientific! Well not scientific,but 'prodding' like at the zoo, poking the
animals [all laugh] ... but you need to go there and you need to travel to go there and you
also need to be an outsider to go there.

M:Yes. Because the panoramic camera makes me crazy, because: I am included! So, I knew
such a function but I couldn't make a solution.

E: [laughs] You mean you didn't want to be there, you wanted to use the non-reflective
mirror! [refers to a work of his] [laugh] So you have to include yourself, and the use of the
panoramic camera for me makes the Conquest of Imperfection something of a border, like
you're looking at the translator, but you can't have the translator working alone, the
translator only functions when they have somebody else, the other self. So they only
become the border.
M:Ves,yes
E: You're one side and the people you encounter are the other. But it's also interesting in
anthropology,you often have the case when an anthropologist goes somewhere and they
get an 'Informer'- a different word - informer, not translator, who brings information. It's
kind of similar, but maybe with slightly different roles and
with different connotation ...
M: Maybe I can say, I don't know if it's correct or
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E: It is quite interesting coming to the work from my own flllCSt
some of the work in Conquest of lmpcrfl.'ction still has this ou
gets to Off Sense, it becomes a world of Its own, a teillly erMy w

M: [laughs] So, so, so.

E: 1 was thinking of this term 'hermetic.ally w,1led' hut not ber.<1u
rather It's Just a world that just seems to be in its own sy�tcrn, Ii
which have their own bio system, but It's not part of my system.
world we live in. It felt to me like you were setting up a space for
and then it was doing its own thing. Obviously, you've programmed it
really gave me a strong impression that it was another world that existe

influence or input.

M: Yes, that's really a quality understanding. I can show you a very interesting aspect

cyberspace, it's really difficult to understand only using words - because it's very abstr,
Mer I played a bit in cyberspace, we began to believe that this networked space is a new
kind of reality, but this reality is made by our brain. So, the idea for Off-Sense came from

playing with and realising a cyberspace. By programming it, I found difficult aspects about
making cyberspace stable. It's very easy to corrupt. The most difficult part is timing. For

example, two avatars, trying to share the same world: while one avatar spreads out

Information about where he is, the other avatar is also spreading, and distributing his

position and data to other'people'. So, each time each avatar looks at the information it tries

to reconstruct the world each second (no, actually maybe each nano second) [laughsL but

sometimes this information becomes corrupted by some reason, maybe it's the delay of the

c.at,le_ then something happens! Each avatar should wait to collect certain information

otherwise.

E: Is that an errata? Or is it life?
M: In my understanding, yes, its reality. It's a truth. I believe this world also has a similar

pn,blem. We don't know it, but our brain is very nicely programmed for erasing this lrind of

enata. So you know, sometimes it's usual for people to say'oh such an occult'. And, an
occultlc situation is k ind of errata.

ot•

E: Yes, everything that's problematic Is an 'errata: but actually it's very much
When you saw that com,ptlon happening, did you understand �t

when you saw it? Could you spot the errata 7
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and so on. To infinity.

E: Oh Masaki, that's very complicated to visualise!
M: Actually, this kind of situation can be made by programming, but it will face the end
because of the memory of the system. Each time the program emerges a new space, the
program needs additional memory.

E:There is a limit, which is why you need to get rid of the errata otherwise the whole thing
the structure, collapses.
M: It's like a matrix.

ense E: It becomes a metaphor for life... and organisational dystopia and fears... I mean Off-S
if you want to read it this way- is pessimistic ... that's what its all going to become... !
M:Yes, it's really a metaphor. If I had a kind of background in filmmaking maybe I could
maybe have made a movie like Matrix [laugh]. It's really a very strange abstract world
behind this work.
E: It makes your mind vibrate! [laugh] I should probably let you get back to work ... after
you've taken me to the edge of the universe!
It feels a little like that!
M:That's why I told you we have a
my curiosity
similar attitude for the field of art because
It's a
Is bigger than the art field in
general, especially the art made for the art market.
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E: Definitel y, and also people made this technology, so is there not something about th e fact
.
, ,
that it is created by us that means 1t should be• ,Ktually quit<' complicatic>d, too7
M: Yes, I' ve been thinking about this over the last twenty years, why humans invented
computers. They were actually Invented in the middle of the twentieth century. So it's
already 50 or 60 years past. And, people are spending a lot of energy, money and so on.
Each company spends a lot of money that they eventually lose.
E: There's a lot of waste and loss involved in this whole thing.
M: They want to know what the computer is, what is this information technology that they
are using, that they are in fact making. So, maybe the artist's role is to explore and t,
physically and practically realise something which is point out interesting aspects of these
technologies, mediums, media-technologies. Normally technology is used for rational
purposes, but maybe some of the curious engineers also found some interesting aSpects,
but In that case, it would just be a hobby for them.
E: Do you have much contact with the engineering side of the world? You see
collaborate with people and sometimes you collaborate with scientists, and als
your eyes ...

M: Yes, that's true. Interesting scientists make my eyes open, so they also want to know
f
humans, why'we' are living. It's a very fundamental question. For example, one o my friends
is a scientist and he has been making robots, and his purpose for developing robots is to
know how humans grow. So, he is trying to mimic the same growth process. But he left
robotics and is now researching cells and DNA biology.
E: Maybe the robot was limited?! It's easier to start tampering with cells...
M: Yes, easier than to make a robot!

and it feels
E: All right! Masaki thank you! Really thank you it's been great to hear more.

the right time to end.

OGRAPHIES
Masaki FuJlhata
Masaki Fujihata was born in Tokyo, and graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts, Toyko
University of the Arts. He currently teaches atToyko University, in the department of Inter
Media Art.
Masaki Fujihata has exhibited in galleries and museums around the world, including Centre
for Image Contemporary, Geneva, Switzerland; Art Space Kimura, Tokyo, Japan; 21st Century
Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, Japan; PS1, Long Island, New York, USA; firstsite
gallery, Colchester, UK; Centro Cultural de Belem, Lisbon, Portugal; KIASMA, Helsinki, Finland;
and ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany. In addition, his series of'Field-Works' projects have been
Included in a number of international art exhibitions including Ars Electronica, Linz, Austria;
Transmediale, Berlin, Germany; Future-Cinema, Karlsruhe, Lille, Helsinki and Tokyo; and
Yokohama 2001: International Triennale of Contemporary Art, Yokohama, Japan. Fujihata also
participated in Web3DArt and the exhibition symposium for Lab3D at Cornerhouse in 2003.
Kathy Rae Huffman
A curator, networker and media art specialist, Kathy Rae Huffman was Visual Arts Director at
Cornerhouse from 2002-2008, and director of Hull Time Based Arts from 2000-2002. She was
Associate Professor of Electronic Arts at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute from 1998-2000. She
has produced and commissioned numerous video and media art projects for television, the
gallery, and for online environments. She is co-founder of FACES (an international online
c.ommunlty for women}. Her current research involves women artists working with
communication t.echnology, and the intertwined histories of video, television and digital
media art.
EltbTan
Bomin 1967 In Singapore, Tan is an artist based in London. She has a particular interest in
m'lthropotogy and images of people at work. She freely uses different medias in her creations,
within specific cultural, geographical and physical contexts. Her work has featured in a
number of exhibition including, Thermokline ofArt (ZKM Germany), Singapore Bienna/e 2006,
Alound the world In 80 days (South London Gallery/lCA London), East lntemational (Norwich
(Hayward Travelling
'Gallery), Cities on the Move (Hayward Gallery, London), Incommunicado
bhlbitlon).
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has written a number of essays on
:Ctwis.Oarke Is an artist and writer based in Cork, Ireland. He
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(Free Press, 2006).
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